Everlasting German Russian brother alliance =
home and world peace - the future for all nations

The greatest deception of all times

Why have the following obvious issues not been laid to
rest even at this late date?
General solution:
The key to freeing of Germany and Europe from
conformance to the fascist dictatorship
is contained within the Basic Law.
German citizens are obligated, in particular in
accordance with the Basic Law FOR the German Federal
Republic, Article 139 of the Basic Law, to legally enforce
the pressing and necessary issue of denazification Ongoing war criminality and genocide by fascists, that
persist to this day, must be punished, the Nuremberg II
tribunal.
Conclusion of the peace treaties signed by the over 54
nations, which were involved in
World War II, the Yalta II. Implementation of the German
constitutional agreement in article 146 of the Basic Law,
which will supersede the Weimar state constitution of
1919 that otherwise is still in effect.
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1. Germany has no sovereignty. It is still under foreign
occupation.
2. The Third Reich of Adolf Hitler continues to exist
illegally and deceitfully under constitutional law.
3. The Second World war has never ended. ( Only a
cessation of hostilities.)
4. The necessary conclusion of the peace agreements
involving more than 54 nations continues to be blocked.
5. Germany is the financial driver of, and the leading
weapons exporter for, wars throughout the world.
6. Current preparations for war threaten all world
populations with annihilation.
7. Germany has been fully privatized and voided as
public state (viz. www.upik.de).
8. The fragment of a German federal state was finally
dissolved in 1990.
9. Through a treasonous, secret „coup d‘etat“, including
forgery of documents
in the German citizenship law (StAG of February 5, 1934),
the politically-designed „German People“ were rendered
stateless, fully deprived of any political power or rights.
10. The European Union project is Walter Hallstein‘s plan
for a Fourth Reich

